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The United States opposed on Friday
for the first time an annual draft resolution
at the United Nations calling on
(Kenite occupied) Israel to rescind
its authority in the occupied Golan Heights.
Despite the U.S. opposition, a U.N. General
Assembly committee approved the draft
resolution on Friday with 151 votes in favor
and 14 abstentions. Only (Kenite occupied)
Israel joined the United States in voting no.
The General Assembly is due to formally
adopt the resolution next month.
Before Satan appears as the false christ in Jerusalem at the 6 th seal,
the 6th trumpet and the 6th vial, the one world political system must first
emerge at the woe of the 5th trumpet when Satan and his angels are cast to
earth. Only then does the so-called “new world order” come into being having
seven heads (symbolic of the seven continents of the planet earth meaning it
will be a global political system) and ten horns (symbolic of the ten
fallen angel kings cast out of heaven with Satan and the rest of his angels
at the beginning of the hour of temptation.)
After the one world political system emerges at the woe of the 5 trumpet
it will be 'wounded to death' (as we know from Revelation 13:3)
after which Satan will appear as the antichrist
and the one world political system becomes a one world religious system.
th

Those who have allowed themselves to become brainwashed into actively
participating in the left/right paradigm of the hidden dynasty of politics
are being set up to actively participate in the one world political system
once it comes into being at the woe of the 5th trumpet.

The word politics comes from the Greek word “politika” which means
“the affairs of the city” (See Strong's #G4172). A strong clue as to the identity of
those who control the Hegelian left/right paradigm. Who was the first person
to build a city in the Bible? Enumerate the stones worn smooth as it becomes
more and more difficult to tell the difference between politics and religion.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
There will be no 'new world order' until Satan and his angels are cast to earth
at the woe of the fifth trumpet at the beginning of the five month long
hour of temptation. Only then does the one world political system written of
in Revelation 13 come into being which then receives a 'deadly wound' after which
Satan appears as the false christ and it becomes a one world religious system at the
woe of the sixth trumpet. The True Christ will not return until immediately after
the five month long hour of temptation at the woe of the seventh trumpet.
Learn more at MARK13RECORDS.COM

The U.S. ambassador to (Kenite occupied)
Israel, David Friedman, said in September he
expected Israel to keep the Golan Heights in
perpetuity, in an apparent nod toward its claim
of sovereignty over the territory.

---------------------------------------------------'A prolonged phase of gradually
expanding cooperation with
key Eurasian partners,
both stimulated and arbitrated by
America, can also help to foster
the preconditions for an eventual
upgrading of the existing and
increasingly antiquated UN structures.
A new distribution of responsibilities
and privileges can then take into
account the changed realities of
global power, so drastically different
from those of 1945.'

-Zbigniew Brzezinski,
the last page of
The Grand Chessboard
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WHAT I SAY UNTO YOU
I SAY UNTO ALL,

WATCH
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(EXCERPT) One day after vice president Mike Pence and China's president Xi Jinping

clashed after exchanging sharply worded barbs in a showdown between the two
superpowers, on Sunday the annual Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit ended in
unprecedented chaos and disarray, without agreement on a joint communique for the
first time in its history as the escalating rivalry between the United States and China
dominated proceedings and reflected escalating trade tensions.
Competition between the United States and China over the Pacific was also thrown into
focus with the United States and its Western allies launching a coordinated response to
China’s Belt and Road program, Reuters added.
One diplomat told Reuters tension between the U.S. and China, bubbling all week, erupted
when the Chinese government’s top diplomat, Wang Yi, objected during a leaders’ retreat to
two paragraphs in a draft document seen by Reuters. One mentioned opposing “unfair trade
practices” and reforming the WTO, while another concerned sustainable development.

“These two countries were pushing each other so much that the chair couldn’t see an option to
bridge them,” said the unnamed diplomat. "China was angered that the reference to WTO
blamed a country for unfair trade practices."

Sunday’s dramatic conclusion was foreshadowed by accusations that Chinese officials had
attempted to strong-arm officials in Papua New Guinea, which was hosting the event, into
issuing a statement that fitted what Beijing wanted. The Chinese vigorously denied the claims.
When asked about the impasse, Papua New Guinea’s Prime Minister Peter O’Neill was quoted
by the South China Morning Post saying:
“You know the two big giants in the room, so what can I say?”
Instead of issuing a document that all 21 participants could agree O’Neill, said he would issue
a “chair’s statement” reflecting the issues the participants did agree upon. The prime minister
said the main area of disagreement was the insistence by one country — believed to be the US
— that the communique would reflect the need for reform at the World Trade Organization.
O’Neill also said there had been disagreement on the bloc’s so called “Bogor Goals”, which
require it to achieve free and open trade among its developing economies by 2020.
And while O'Neill said the differences on that issue had been ironed out,
there was no such luck when it came to the topic of WTO reforms.
President Trump has previously threatened to pull out of the organisation,
claiming that its rules unfairly favoured China.
O’Neill did not say which country objected to WTO reforms but added:
"Apec has got no charter over World Trade Organisation. That is a fact.
That matter can be raised at the World Trade Organisation."
China has said it broadly supports the WTO, while European Union proposals to reform
the institution are expected to be tabled at the G20 summit in Argentina,
where Trump and Xi are planning to meet in an effort to resolve their differences.
Additionally, Sunday’s developments also came with a side plot, with China pushing back
against accusations that its officials had tried to “barge” their way into the office of
New Guinea’s Foreign Minister Rimbink Pato in an attempt to influence the communique.
Citing three sources, a report by Agence France-Presse claimed
that police had been called to turn the Chinese away.
But in a press conference on Sunday afternoon, senior foreign ministry official Wang Xiaolong
said the reports were “simply not true”, adding: “We are having close interactions

